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Gravitywith Gravitas:A Solution to the Border Puzzle
ANDERICVANWINCOOP*
By JAMESE. ANDERSON
Gravity equations have been widely used to infer trade flow effects of various
institutionalarrangements.We show that estimatedgravity equationsdo not have a
theoretical foundation. This implies both that estimation suffers from omitted
variables bias and that comparative statics analysis is unfounded. We develop a
method that (i) consistentlyand efficientlyestimates a theoretical gravity equation
and (ii) correctlycalculates the comparativestatics of tradefrictions. We apply the
methodto solve thefamous McCallumborderpuzzle. Applyingour method,we find
that national borders reduce trade between industrializedcountries by moderate
amounts of 20-50 percent. (JEL F10, F15)

cludes an atheoretic "remoteness"variable related to distance to all bilateral partners.The
remoteness index does not capture any of the
other trade barriers that are the focus of the
analysis. Moreover, even if distance were the
only bilateralbarrier,its functionalform in the
remoteness index is at odds with the theory.'
The lack of theoreticalfoundationof empirical gravity equationshas two importantimplications. First, estimation results are biased due
to omitted variables. Second, and perhapseven
more important, one cannot conduct comparative statics exercises, even though this is
generally the purpose of estimating gravity
equations.2In order to conduct a comparative
statics exercise, such as asking what the effects
are of removing certain trade barriers,one has
to be able to solve the general-equilibrium
model before and after the removal of trade
barriers. In this paper we will (i) develop a
method that consistently and efficiently estimates a theoreticalgravity equation,(ii) use the
estimated general-equilibriumgravity model to
conduct comparativestatics exercises of the ef-

The gravity equation is one of the most empirically successful in economics. It relates bilateral trade flows to GDP, distance, and other
factors that affect trade barriers. It has been
widely used to infer trade flow effects of institutions such as customs unions, exchange-rate
mechanisms,ethnic ties, linguistic identity, and
internationalborders.Contraryto what is often
stated, the empirical gravity equations do not
have a theoreticalfoundation.The theory, first
developed by Anderson (1979), tells us that
after controlling for size, trade between two
regions is decreasingin theirbilateraltradebarrier relative to the average barrierof the two
regions to trade with all their partners. Intuitively, the more resistantto tradewith all others
a region is, the more it is pushed to tradewith a
given bilateral partner. We will refer to the
theoretically appropriateaverage trade barrier
as "multilateralresistance."The empiricalgravity literatureeitherdoes not include any form of
multilateral resistance in the analysis or in* Anderson:Departmentof Economics, Boston College,
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 (e-mail: james.anderson@bc.
edu), and NBER; van Wincoop: Departmentof Economics,
University of Virginia, 116 Rouss Hall, Charlottesville,VA
22904 (e-mail: vanwincoop@virginia.edu),and NBER. We
would like to thank two referees, Carolyn Evans, Robert
Feenstra, Jim Harrigan,John Helliwell, Russell Hillberry,
David Hummels, Andy Rose, and Kei-Mu Yi for helpful
comments. We also thank seminar participantsat Boston
College, Brandeis University, HarvardUniversity, Princeton University, Tilburg University, the University of California at Davis, the University of Colorado,the University
of NorthCarolina,the Universityof Virginia,the University
of Wisconsin, VanderbiltUniversity, and the 2000 NBER
ITI Fall meeting for helpful comments.

'
Jeffrey H. Bergstrand(1985, 1989) acknowledges the
multilateralresistance term and deals with its time-series
implications, but is unable to deal with the cross-section
aspects which are crucial for proper treatmentof bilateral
trade barriers.Anderson and Douglas Marcouiller (2002)
use a Tomqvist approximationto the multilateralresistance
term which handles the cross-section variationof bilateral
barriers.
2
Recently, some authors (e.g., David Hummels, 1999)
control for multilateralresistance in estimation with fixed
effects, but cannot consistently do comparative statics on
this basis.
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fect of trade barrierson trade flows, and (iii)
apply the theoretical gravity model to resolve
the "borderpuzzle."
One of the most celebrated inferences from
the gravity literature is John McCallum's
(1995) finding that the U.S.-Canadian border
led to 1988 trade between Canadianprovinces
that is a factor 22 (2,200 percent) times trade
between U.S. states and Canadian provinces.
Maurice Obstfeld and Kenneth Rogoff (2001)
pose it as one of their six puzzles of open
economy macroeconomics. John F. Helliwell
and McCallum(1995) documentits violation of
economists' prior beliefs. Gene Grossman
(1998) says it is an unexpected result, even
more surprising than Daniel Trefler's (1995)
"mystery of the missing trade." A rapidly
growing literature is aimed at measuring and
understanding trade border effects.3 So far
none of the subsequent research has explained
McCallum's finding. We solve the border
puzzle in this paper by applying the theory of
the gravity equation seriously both to estimation and to the general-equilibrium comparative statics of borders.
The first step in solving the borderpuzzle is
to estimate the gravity equationcorrectlybased
on the theory. In doing so we aim to stay as
close as possible to McCallum's (1995) gravity
equation,in which bilateraltradeflows between
two regions depend on the output of both regions, their bilateraldistance, and whetherthey
are separatedby a border.The theory modifies
McCallum's equation only by adding the multilateralresistancevariables.The second step in
solving the border puzzle is to conduct the
general-equilibriumcomparative statics exercise of removing the U.S.-Canada border barrierin orderto determinethe effect of the border
on trade flows. The primaryconcern of policy
makers and macroeconomicanalysts is the impact of borders on internationaltrade. McCallum's regression model (and the subsequent
literaturefollowing him) cannot validly be used
3 See Hans
Messinger (1993), Helliwell and McCallum
(1995), Helliwell (1996, 1997, 1998), Shang-Jin Wei
(1996), Russell Hillberry (1998, 1999, 2001), Michael A.
Andersonand StephenL. S. Smith (1999a, b), Jon Haveman
and Hummels (1999), Hummels (1999), Natalie A. Chen
(2000), Carolyn L. Evans (2000a, b), Holger Wolf (2000),
Keith Head and John Ries (2001), Helliwell and Genevieve
Verdier (2001), and Hillberryand Hummels (2002).
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to infer such border effects.4 In contrast, our
theoreticallygroundedapproachcan be used to
compute the impact of bordersboth on intranational trade(within a country)and international
trade. Applying our approachto 1993 data, we
find that borders reduce trade between the
United States and Canadaby 44 percent, while
reducingtradeamong otherindustrializedcountries by 29 percent. While not negligible, we
considerthese to be plausibly moderateimpacts
of borderson internationaltrade.
Two factors contribute to making McCallum's ceteris paribusratio of interprovincialto
province-state tradeso large. First, his estimate
is based on a regressionwith omitted variables,
the multilateral resistance terms. Estimating
McCallum's regression for 1993 data we find a
ratio of 16.4, while our calculation based on
asymptotically unbiased structural estimation
and the computed general-equilibriumcomparative statics of borderremovalimplies a ratio of
10.7. Second, the magnitude of both ratios
largely reflects the small size of the Canadian
economy. If we estimate McCallum's regression with U.S. data, we find that trade between
states is only a factor 1.5 times trade between
states and provinces. The intuition is simple in
the context of the model. Even a moderatebarrier between Canada and the rest of the world
has a large effect on multilateralresistance of
the provinces because Canadait is a small open
economy that trades a lot with the rest of the
world (particularlythe United States). This significantly raises interprovincialtrade, by a factor 6 based on our estimatedmodel. In contrast,
the multilateralresistanceof U.S. states is much
less affected by a borderbarriersince it does not
affect the barrierbetween a state and the rest of
the large U.S. economy.Thereforetradebetween
the statesis not muchincreasedby borderbarriers.
To a large extent the contribution of this
paper is methodological. Our specification
can be applied in many different contexts in
which various aspects of implicit trade barriers are the focus. Gravity equations similar to
McCallum's have been estimated to determine the impact of trade unions,5 monetary
4
McCallum cautiously did not claim that his estimated
factor 22 implied that removal of the border would raise
Canada-U.S. traderelative to within-Canadatradeby 2,200
percent.
5
See Jeffrey Frankelet al. (1998).
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unions,6 different languages, adjacency, and a
variety of other factors; all can be improved
with our methods. Authors have, like McCallum, often hesitated to draw comparativestatic
inferencesfrom theirestimates.Using our methods, they can. Gravityequationshave also been
appliedto migrationflows, equityflows, and FDI
flows.7Herethereis no receivedtheoryto apply,
consistentlyor not, but our results suggest the
fruitfulnessof theoreticalfoundations.
The remainderof the paper is organized as
follows. In Section I we will provide some
results based on McCallum's gravity equation.
The main new aspect of this section is that we
also reportthe resultsfrom the U.S. perspective,
comparing interstate trade to state-province
trade. In Section II we derive the theoretical
gravityequation.The main innovationhere is to
rewrite it in a simple symmetricform, relating
bilateral trade to size, bilateral trade barriers,
and multilateralresistancevariables.Section III
discusses the procedurefor estimating the theoreticalgravityequation,both for a two-country
version of the model, consisting of the United
States and Canada,and for a multicountryversion that also includes all other industrialized
countries. The results are discussed in Section
IV. Section V performssensitivity analysis, and
the final section concludes.
I. The McCallum Gravity Equation

McCallum (1995) estimated the following
equation:
(1)

In xij = a, + c21n yv + a3ln y,
+ a4ln d,j + a5 6,j + e?i.

Here xij is exports from region i to regionj, Yi
and yj are gross domestic productionin regions
6

Andrew K. Rose (2000) finds that trade among countries in a monetary union is three times the size of trade
among countries that are not in a monetaryunion, holding
other trade costs constant. Rose and van Wincoop (2001)
apply the theory developed in this paper to compute the
effect of monetaryunions on bilateraltrade.
7
The first applicationto migrationflows dates from the
nineteenth-centurywritings by ErnstG. Ravenstein(1885).
For a more recent applicationsee Helliwell (1997). Richard
Portes and Helene Rey (1998) applied a gravity equationto
bilateralequity flows. Paul Brenton et al. (1999) apply the
gravity equation to FDI flows.
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i andj, digis the distancebetween regions i and
j, and 8ij is a dummy variableequal to one for
interprovincialtradeand zero for state-province
trade. For the year 1988 McCallum estimated
this equationusing datafor all 10 provincesand
for 30 states that account for 90 percent of
U.S.-Canada trade. In this section we will also
reportresultswhen estimatingequation(1) from
the U.S. perspective.In thatcase the dummyvariable is one for interstatetradeand zero for stateprovince trade. We also report results when
pooling all data, in which case there are two
dummyvariables.The firstis one for interprovincial tradeand zero otherwise,while the second is
one for interstatetradeand zero otherwise.
The data are discussed in AppendixA. Without going into detail here, a couple of comments are useful. The interprovincialand stateprovince tradedata are from differentdivisions
of Statistics Canada, while the interstatetrade
data are from the CommodityFlow Survey conductedby the Bureauof the Census. We follow
McCallum by applying adjustment factors to
the original data in order to make them as
closely comparableas possible. All results reported below are for the year 1993, for which
the interstatedata are available.We follow McCallum and others by using data for only 30
states.
The results from estimating (1) are reported
in Table 1. The firstthreecolumns reportresults
for, respectively, (i) state-province and interprovincial trade, (ii) state-province and interstate trade, (iii) state-province, interprovincial,
and interstatetrade. In the latter case there are
separateborder dummies for within-U.S. trade
and within-Canadatrade. The final three columns report the same results after imposing
unitarycoefficients on the GDP variables. This
makes comparisonwith our theoreticallybased
gravity equation results easier because the theory imposes unitarycoefficients.
Border-Canada is the exponentialof the Canadian dummy variable coefficient, a5, which
gives us the effect of the borderon the ratio of
interprovincialtradeto state-province trade after controlling for distance and size. Similarly,
Border-U.S. is the exponential of the coefficient on the U.S. dummy variable, which gives
the effect of the borderon the ratio of interstate
trade to state-province trade after controlling
for distance and size.
Four conclusions can be reached from the
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REGRESSIONS
TABLE1-MCCALLUM
Unitary income elasticities

McCallum regressions
Data

Independentvariable
In Yi
In yj
in di
Dummy-Canada

(i)
CA-CA
CA-US

(ii)
US-US
CA-US

(iii)
US-US
CA-CA
CA-US

(iv)
CA-CA
CA-US

(v)
US-US
CA-US

(vi)
US-US
CA-CA
CA-US

1.22
(0.04)
0.98
(0.03)
-1.35
(0.07)
2.80
(0.12)

1.13
(0.03)
0.98
(0.02)
-1.08
(0.04)

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.41
(0.05)

1.13
(0.03)
0.97
(0.02)
-1.11
(0.04)
2.75
(0.12)
0.40
(0.05)

13.8
(1.6)

1.50
(0.08)
0.85

15.7
(1.9)
1.49
(0.08)
0.85

14.7
(1.7)

1.38
(0.07)
0.86

15.6
(1.9)
1.38
(0.07)
0.86

Dummy-U.S.
Border-Canada

16.4
(2.0)

Border-U.S.
R2
Remoteness variables added
Border-Canada

0.76
16.3
(2.0)

Border-U.S.
0.77

-1.35
(0.07)
2.63
(0.11)

0.53

0.55

0.49
(0.06)

-1.12
(0.03)
2.66
(0.12)
0.48
(0.06)

1.63
(0.09)
0.47

14.2
(1.6)
1.62
(0.09)
0.55

1.42
(0.08)
0.50

15.0
(1.8)
1.42
(0.08)
0.57

-1.09
(0.04)

Notes: The table reportsthe results of estimating a McCallum gravity equation for the year 1993 for 30 U.S. states and 10
Canadianprovinces. In all regressionsthe dependentvariableis the log of exportsfrom region i to regionj. The independent
variablesare defined as follows: Yi andyj are gross domestic productionin regions i andj; dij is the distancebetween regions
i andj; Dummy-Canadaand Dummy-U.S. are dummy variablesthat'areone when both regions are located in respectively
Canada and the United States, and zero otherwise. The first three columns report results based on nonunitaryincome
elasticities (as in the original McCallumregressions),while the last threecolumns assume unitaryincome elasticities. Results
are reportedfor threedifferentsets of data:(i) state-provinceand interprovincialtrade,(ii) state-provinceand interstatetrade,
(iii) state-province, interprovincial,and interstatetrade. The border coefficients Border-U.S. and Border-Canada are the
exponentialsof the coefficients on the respective dummy variables.The final threerows reportthe bordercoefficients and R2
when the remoteness indices (3) are added. Robust standarderrorsare in parentheses.

table. First, we confirm a very large border
coefficient for Canada.The first column shows
that, after controlling for distance and size, interprovincialtrade is 16.4 times state-province
trade. This is only somewhat lower than the
border effect of 22 that McCallum estimated
based on 1988 data. Second, the U.S. border
coefficient is much smaller.The second column
tells us thatinterstatetradeis a factor 1.50 times
state-province trade after controlling for distance and size. We will show below that this
large difference between the Canadianand U.S.
border coefficients is exactly what the theory
predicts. Third, these border coefficients are
very similar when pooling all the data. Finally, the border coefficients are also similar

when unitary income coefficients are imposed. With pooled data and unitary income
coefficients (last column), the Canadian border coefficient is 14.2 and the U.S. border
coefficient is 1.62.
The bottom of the table reportsresults when
remoteness variables are added. We use the
definition of remoteness that has been commonly used in the literaturefollowing McCallum's paper. The regression then becomes
(2)

In xij = aI + c21lnYi + a3ln yj +

41lndij

+ a5ln REMi + a6ln REMj
+ +a78ij + s8

i
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where the remoteness of region i is
(3)

REMi = E dimym.
mFj

This variable is intended to reflect the average
distance of region i from all trading partners
other than j. Although these remoteness variables are commonly used in the literature,we
will show in the next section that they are entirely disconnected from the theory. Table
1 shows thataddingremotenessindices for both
regions changes the bordercoefficient estimates
very little and also has very little additional
explanatorypower based on the adjustedR2.
II. The GravityModel
The empirical literaturecited above pays no
more thanlip service to theoreticaljustification.
We show in this section how taking the existing
gravity theory seriously provides a different
model to estimate with a much more useful
interpretation.
Anderson (1979) presented a theoretical
foundationfor the gravity model based on constant elasticity of substitution (CES) preferences and goods that are differentiated by
region of origin. Subsequentextensions (Bergstrand, 1989, 1990; Alan V. Deardoff, 1998)
have preserved the CES preference structure
and added monopolistic competition or a
Heckscher-Ohlin structureto explain specialization. A contributionof thispaperis ourmanipulationof the CES expendituresystem to derive
an operationalgravity model with an elegantly
simpleform. On this basis we derivea decomposition of traderesistanceinto threeintuitivecomponents: (i) the bilateraltrade barrierbetween
region i and regionj, (ii) i's resistanceto trade
with all regions, and (iii) j's resistanceto trade
with all regions.
The first building block of the gravity model
is that all goods are differentiatedby place of
origin. We assume that each region is specialized in the productionof only one good.8 The
supply of each good is fixed.
8 With this assumptionwe suppressfinerclassificationsof
goods. Ourpurposeis to revealresistanceto tradeon average,
with specialreferenceto the propertreatmentof international
borders.Resistanceto tradedoes differamonggoods, so there
is somethingto be learnedfrom disaggregation.
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The second building block is identical, homothetic preferences, approximatedby a CES
utility function. If ci is consumptionby region
j consumersof goods from region i, consumers
in region j maximize
V/ (a{-/1)
E 1- t)/OC,(rr - 1)/cr

(4)

IIi

ij

I'

subject to the budget constraint
(5)

Ip

ile

yj.

Here a is the elasticity of substitutionbetween
all goods, f3i is a positive distributionparameter, yi is the nominal income of region j residents, and Pij is the price of region i goods for
regionj consumers.Prices differ between locations due to trade costs that are not directly
observable, and the main objective of the empirical work is to identify these costs. Let pi
denote the exporter's supply price, net of trade
costs, and let tii be the tradecost factorbetween
i and j. Then Pij = pitij

We assume that the trade costs are borne by
the exporter. We have in mind information
costs, design costs, and various legal and regulatory costs as well as transportcosts. The new
empirical literatureon the export behavior of
firms (Mark Roberts and James Tybout, 1997;
Andrew Bernard and Joachim Wagner, 2001)
emphasizes the large costs facing exporters.
Formally,we assume thatfor each good shipped
from i toj the exporterincursexportcosts equal
to tii - 1 of country i goods. The exporter
passes on these tradecosts to the importer.The
nominal value of exports from i to j (j's payments to i) is xij = picij, the sum of the value
of productionat the origin, piCii and the trade
cost (tii - 1)picij that the exporter passes on to

the importer.Total income of region i is therefore yi = Sy X.9
9 The model is essentially the same when adopting the
"icebergmelting" structureof the economic geography literature,whereby a fraction(ti - 1)/ti of goods shipped is
lost in transport.The only small difference is that observed
free on board(f.o.b.) tradedatado not include transportation
costs, while they do include costs that are borne by the
exporterand passed on to the importer.When transportation
costs are the only tradecosts, the observedf.o.b. tradeflows
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The nominal demand for region i goods by
region j consumers satisfying maximization of
(4) subject to (5) is
(6)

iYj( tij

where

0

(6)iPti (ij(1-

xij =

x

(9)

I

ppY

1/(1-

(10)

Hi

I
(tijPj) - O"Oi

(

where Pj is the consumerprice index ofj, given
by
(7)

P1 =

if)

E (f3ip,ti1)'

if

The general-equilibrium structure of the
model imposes market clearance, which implies:
(8) Yi =-

x,

E

(3itijPiIPj)-

'Yj

J

= (3iPi),

~I

\i

Substitutingthe equilibrium scaled prices into
(7), we obtain

1/(1
~~~~~~-

-
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(tij /p) -1-fy

(1a1) Pj

,

n -)ao
(tij/li)l

Taken together,(10) and (11) can be solved for
all Ili's and Pi's in terms of income shares
{0i}, bilateraltradebarriers{ tij} and a.
We achieve a very useful simplification by
assuming that the trade barriersare symmetric,
that is, tij = ti.11 Under symmetry it is easily
verified that a solution to (10)-(11) is Hi = Pi
with:

Vi.

To derive the gravity equation, Deardorff
(1998) followed Anderson(1979) in using market clearance (8) to solve for the coefficients
{[i} while imposing the choice of units such
that all supply prices pi are equal to one and
then substitutinginto the import demand equation.10Because we are interestedin the generalequilibrium determination of prices and in
comparativestatics where these will change, we
apply the same techniqueto solve for the scaled
prices {(ipi] from the market-clearingconditions (8) and substitute them in the demand
equation (6). Define world nominal income by
yw =_ j yj and income shares by Oj yjlyW.
The technique yields

are equal to pici. The same is the case when the costs are
borne by the importer.While we believe that most trade
costs are borne by the exporter, particularly for U.S.Canadatradewhere formalimportbarriersare very low, this
is not critical to the findings of the paper;the results would
be similar when assuming that observed trade flows are
equal to pi,c.
10Deardorffsimplified by abstractingfrom the
multiple
goods classes which Anderson allowed in his Appendix on
the CES case.

(12)

p

-

E

p

1Oitlj- V.

This provides an implicit solution to the price
indices as a function of all bilateraltradebarriers and income shares.12 The gravity equation
then becomes
(13)

XYij :

YiYj
/
-

tij \PiPj/

1 There are many equilibria with asymmetric barriers
that lead to the same equilibriumtrade flows as with symmetric barriers,so that empirically they are impossible to
distinguish. In particular,if Ai and Aj are region-specific
constants, multiplying tio by A/A,i Vi, j leads to the same
equilibrium trade flows [pi is multiplied by Ai and Pj is
multipliedby Aj in (8)]. The productof the tradebarriersin
differentdirectionsremainsthe same though. If the A's are
country specific, but differ across countries, we have introduced asymmetric border barriersacross countries, while
the product of border barriersremains the same. We can
therefore interpretthe border barrierswe estimate in this
paper as an average of the barriersin both directions. Our
analysis suggests that inferentialidentificationof the asymmetry is problematic.
12 The solution for the
equilibriumprice indexes from
(12) can be shown to be unique. If we denote by Pi = fII
the solution to (12), the generalsolution to (10)-(11) is Pi APi and HII= fIi/A for any nonzero A. The solution (12)
thereforeimplicitly adopts a particularnormalization.
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Our basic gravity model is (13) subject to (12).
Equation (13) significantly simplifies expressions derived by Anderson (1979) and Deardorff (1998), while our simultaneoususe of the
market-clearingconstraintsto obtain the equilibriumpriceindexesin (12) is a significantinnovation that will allow us to estimatethe gravity
equationand thereforemake it operational.
We will refer to the price indices {Pi} as
"multilateralresistance" variables as they depend on all bilateralresistances { tj }, including
those not directly involving i. A rise in trade
barrierswith all tradingpartnerswill raise the
index.For example,in the absenceof tradebarriers (all tij = 1) it follows immediatelyfrom (12)
thatall priceindicesareequalto 1. Below we will
show that a marginalincrease in cross-country
tradebarrierswill raise all price indices above 1.
While the Pi are consumer price indices in
the model, that would not be a properinterpretation of these indices more generally. One can
derive exactly the same gravity equation and
solution to the P, when trade costs are nonpecuniary. An example is home bias in preferences, whereby cii in the utility function is
replaced by cijltij. In that case Pi no longer
represents the consumer price index and the
borderbarrierincludes home bias.
The gravity equation tells us that bilateral
trade, after controlling for size, depends on the
bilateraltrade barrierbetween i and j, relative
to the product of their multilateralresistance
indices. It is easy to see why higher multilateral
resistanceof the importerj raises its trade with
i. For a given bilateralbarrierbetween i andj,
higher barriersbetween j and its other trading
partnerswill reduce the relative price of goods
from i and raise imports from i. Higher multilateral resistance of the exporter i also raises
trade.Highertradebarriersfaced by an exporter
will lower the demand for its goods and therefore its supply price pi. For a given bilateral
barrierbetween i andj, this raises the level of
trade between them.
The gravity model (13), subject to (12), implies that bilateraltrade is homogeneous of degree zero in tradecosts, where these include the
costs of shipping within a region, tii. This follows because the equilibriummultilateralresistances Pi are homogeneous of degree 1/2 in the
trade costs. The economics behind the formal
resultis thatthe constantvector of real products
must be distributeddespite higher trade costs.

MARCH2003

The rise in trade costs is offset by the fall in
supply prices [they are homogeneous of degree
minus 1/2in trade costs, based on (7) and the
homogeneity of the equilibriummultilateralresistances] requiredto achieve shipment of the
same volume. The invariance of trade to uniform decreasesin tradecosts may offer a clue as
to why the usual gravity model estimation has
not found trade becoming less sensitive to distance over time (BarryEichengreenand Douglas A. Irwin, 1998).
The key implicationof the theoreticalgravity
equation is that trade between regions is determined by relative tradebarriers.Tradebetween
two regions depends on the bilateral barrier
between them relative to average trade barriers
that both regions face with all their trading
partners.This insight has many implicationsfor
the impactof tradebarrierson tradeflows. Here
we will focus on one importantset of implications related to the size of countries because
they are useful in interpretingthe findings in
Section IV. Considerthe simple thoughtexperiment of a uniform rise in border barriersbetween all countries. For simplicity we assume
that each region i is a frictionless country. We
will discuss three general-equilibriumcomparative static implications of this experiment,
which are listed below.
IMPLICATION1: Tradebarriers reduce sizeadjusted trade between large countries more
than between small countries.
IMPLICATION2: Trade barriers raise sizeadjustedtrade withinsmall countriesmore than
within large countries.
IMPLICATION 3: Trade barriers raise the
ratio of size-adjusted trade within country 1
relative to size-adjusted trade between countries 1 and 2 by more the smaller is country 1
and the larger is country 2.
The experiment amounts to a marginal increase in trade barriersacross all countries, so
: j; dti = 0. Frictionless initial
=
dtij dt, i
1 Vi, j => Pi - 1.
equilibrium implies tij
=
at
1, Vi, j yields13
Differentiating(12) tij
13 To obtain this expression we differentiate totally at
tij = 1 = Pi to obtain
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dPi,= (-

(14)

O

i

dt.

Thus a uniform increase in tradebarriersraises
multilateralresistance more for a small country
than a large country.14 In a two-countryexample, where the small country's income is 10
percent of the total, a 20-percent trade barrier
raises the price index of the large countryby 0.2
percent, while raising the price index of the
small country by 16 percent. This is not unlike
the U.S.-Canada example to which the model
will be applied later. For a very large country
multilateralresistance is not much affected because increased trade barriersdo not apply to
trade within the country. For a small country
tradeis more importantand tradebarrierstherefore have a biggereffect on multilateralresistance.
Equation (14) implies that the level of trade
between countries i and j, after controlling for
size, changes by

d

sistance rises less for small countries, so that
their bilateraltrade drops less.15
Equation(14) also implies that tradewithin a
countryi, aftercontrollingfor size, increasesby
(16)
dxii ---y

(r-

= -(o-

1)

i +O-j

dt.

E

This implies that trade between large countries
drops more than trade between small countries
(Implication 1). While two small countriesface
a larger bilateral trade barrier, they face the
same increase in trade barrierswith almost the
entire world. Bilateraltradedepends on the relative traderesistancetij/PiPj. Since multilateral
traderesistancerises much more for small countries than for large countries, relative trade re-

dP,

=

E
i

Oidti

E
i

OidPi + I

d.
i

XidOi = 0, since the sum of the shares is equal to one.
Multiplyingeach equationby 0j and summing using dti =
dt, i * j, dtii = 0, we solve for
OidP. = (1 - E
0j)dt/2 and thus dPi = (1/2 - 0,i +
012/2)dt.
14
Country size is determinedby the endowment of the
goods. It can be shown that at the frictionless equilibrium,a
rise in countryi's endowmentwill lower its supply pricePi,
raise all other supply prices, and with or> 1 this will raise
Oiand lower the other income shares.Thus we treat 0,ias an
exogenous variable for the purposes of talking about country size.

ylyl!~_

E

0o

dt.

k

Thereforetradewithin a small countryincreases
more than tradewithin a large country(Implication 2). A rise in multilateralresistanceimplies a
dropin relativeresistanceti/PiPi for intranational
trade.The drop is largerfor small countriesthat
face a bigger increasein multilateralresistance.
Implication3 follows from the previous two.
After controllingfor size, tradewithin countryi
relativeto tradebetweencountriesi andj rises by

(xii/yiy i

i

1) 1 - 20i +
\

(17) d(xiyy)

(15)
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= (-

1)[ - O + oj]dt.

The increase is larger the smaller i and the
bigger j. We already knew from Implication2
that intranationaltrade rises most for small
countries. From Implication 1 we also know
thatfor a given small countryinternationaltrade
drops most with large countries.
The implications relating to size are much
more general than the specifics of the model
might suggest. Considerthe following example
without any reference to gravity equations and
multilateralresistance variables. A small economy with two regions and a large economy with
100 regions engage in internationaltrade. All
regions have the same GDP. What mattershere
is not the number of regions, but the relative
size of the two economies as measuredby total
GDP. We only introduceregions in this example because it is illustrativein the context of the
U.S. states and Canadianprovinces that are the
focus of the empiricalanalysis.Underborderless
15
As is immediatelyclear from (15), tradebetween two
small countries can even rise after a uniform increase in
tradebarriers.This is because the pre-barrierprices Pi drop
more in small countries than in large countries as small
countries are more affected by a drop in foreign demand.
This makes it more attractivefor small countries to trade
with each other than with large countries.
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trade,all regions sell one unit of one good to all
102 regions (including themselves). Now impose a barrierbetween the small and the large
country,reducing trade between the two countries by 20 percent.Region 1 in the small country then reduces its exports to the large country
by 20. It sells ten more goods to itself and ten
more goods to region 2 in the small country.
Trade between the two regions in the small
country rises by a factor 11, while trade between two regions in the large countryrises by
a factor of only 1.004 (an illustrationof Implication 2 above). This shows that even a small
drop in internationaltrade can lead to a very
large increase in trade within a small country.
Trade between the two regions in the small
country is now 13.75 times trade between regions in both countries, while trade between
two regions in the large country is only 1.255
times tradebetween regions in the two countries
(an illustrationof Implication3).
The final step in our theoreticaldevelopment
of the gravity equation is to model the unobservable trade cost factor tij. We follow other
authors in hypothesizing that ti is a loglinear
function of observables, bilateral distance dij,
and whether there is an internationalborder
between i andj:
(18)

t = b, d.

=
bij 1 if regions i andj are located in the same
country. Otherwise bij is equal to one plus the
tariff equivalent of the border barrierbetween
the countries in which the regions are located.
Other investigators have added other factors
related to tradebarriers,such as adjacency and
linguisticidentity.We have chosenthe tradecosts
specification(18) to stay as close as possible to
McCallum's(1995) equation,so thatwe can keep
the focus on the multilateralresistanceindicesthat
are absentfrom McCallum'sanalysis.
We can now compare the theoreticalgravity
equation with that estimated in the empirical
literature.The theory implies that
(19)
ln xi = k + ln i + ln

+ (1-

a)p ln dij

+ (1 - a)lnbij - (1 - o)lnPI
(1 - o)ln P
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where k is a constant. The key difference between (20) and equation (1) estimated by McCallum is the two price index terms. The
omitted multilateral resistance variables are
functions of all bilateral trade barriers tii
through(12), which in turnare a function of dii
and bij through the trade cost equation (18).
Since the multilateralresistancetermsare therefore correlated with dii and bi, they create
omittedvariablebias when the coefficient of the
distance and border variables is interpretedas
(1 -

o-)p and (1 - o-)ln bi. Our multilateral

resistance variables bear some resemblance to
"remoteness"indexes such as (3) thathave been
included in gravity equation estimates subsequent to McCallum's paper. But the latter do
not include border barriers and even without
border barriersthe functional form is entirely
disconnectedfrom the theory. Finally, our multilateralresistancevariablesas equilibriumconstructs are functions of all bilateral resistances
in the solution to (12).
A small difference between the theory and
the empirical literature is that the theoretical
gravity equation imposes unitary income elasticities. Anderson (1979) provided a rationale
for earlier (and subsequent) empirical gravity
work that estimates nonunitaryincome elasticities. He allowed for nontraded goods and
assumed a reduced-formfunction of the expenditure share falling on tradedgoods as a function of total income. We already found in
Section I that imposing unitaryincome elasticities has little effect on McCallum's borderestimates. We will therefore impose unitary
income elasticities in most of the analysis, leaving an extension to nonunitary elasticities to
sensitivity analysis.
III. Estimation
We implementthe theory both in the context
of a two-country model, consisting of the
United States and Canada, and a multicountry
model that also includes other industrialized
countries.The latterapproachis obviously more
realistic as it takes into account that the United
States and Canada also trade with other countries. It has the additional advantage that it
delivers an estimate of the impact of border
barrierson tradeamong the other industrialized
countries. We first discuss the two-country
model and then the multicountrymodel.

A. Two-CountryModel
In the two-country model we estimate the
gravityequationfor tradeflows among the same
30 states and 10 provinces as in McCallum
(1995). We do not include in the sample the
other 21 regions (20 states plus the District of
Columbia), which account for about 15 percent
of U.S. GDP, and trade flows internalto a state
or province. However, in order to compute the
multilateralresistance variables for the regions
in our sample, we do need to use informationon
size and distance associated with the other 21
regions and we also need to use informationon
the distances within regions. We simplify by
aggregating the other 21 regions into one region, defining the distance between this region
and region i in our sample as the GDP weighted
average of the distance between i and each of
the 21 regions that make up the new region.
There is no obvious way to compute distances
internal to a region. Fortunately, as we will
show in Section V, our results are not very
sensitive to assumptionsaboutinternaldistance.
We use the proxy developed by Wei (1996),
which is one-fourth the distance of a region's
capital from the nearest capital of another
region.16

In the two-country model bi = b15-ij,
where b - 1 represents the tariff-equivalent
U.S.-Canada borderbarrierand 8io is the same
dummy variable as in Section I, equal to one if
i and j are in the same country and zero
otherwise.
We estimate a stochastic form of (13):
(20) ln z

Iln(Y)
=

k + aln d + a2(1
-lnPl-

where a
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-lnPl-

= (1 - cr)p and a2

=

-

)

errortermto the logarithmicform of the gravity
equation, which one can think of as reflecting
measurementerrorin trade.Apartfrom the unitaryincome elasticities, the only differencewith
McCallum (1995) is the presence of the two
multilateralresistance terms.
The multilateralresistance terms are not observables.As discussed above, the price indices
in general cannot be interpretedas consumer
price levels.17The observablesin our model are
distances, borders, and income shares. Using
the 41 goods market-equilibriumconditions
(12) and the trade cost function (18), we can
solve for the vector of the P~- as an implicit
function of observables and model parameters
al and a2:
(21)

P1

'

=

E

PC -10ea1Indij+a2(1-8ij)

j= 1....41.
After substitutingthe implicit solutions for the
P-' in (21), the gravity equation to be estimated becomes:
(22)

In z = h(d, 5, 0; k, al, a2) + e

where z, d, 6, 0, and e are vectors that contain
all the elements of the correspondingvariables
with subscripts,and h(-) is the right-handside
of (20) after substitutingthe equilibriumP~'
and Pj-].
The right-handside is now written explicitly
as a function of observables. We estimate (22)
with nonlinear least squares, minimizing the
sum of squarederrors.For any set of parameters
the error terms of the regression can only be
computed after first solving for 41 equations
(21). The estimated parametersare k, a1, and

+ eij
(1 - o-)ln b.

To stay as close as possible to McCallum's
(1995) regression we have simply added an

16 For the
region obtainedfrom the aggregationof the 21
regions, we computeinternaldistance as 2=l 12 sisj di,
where si is the ratio of GDP in region i to total GDP of the
21-region area.

17 Even if one assumes that the
price indices are consumer price levels, which would requirethat all trade costs
are pecuniarycosts, there are still many measurementproblems that makes them unobservablefor our purposes.Nontradedgoods, which are not presentin our model, play a key
role in explaining differences in price levels across countries and regions. In the short to medium run, nominal
exchange rates also have a significantimpact on the ratio of
price levels across countries. Moreover, while comparable
price-level data are available for countries, this is not the
case for states and provinces.
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a2.18 The substitution elasticity cJ cannot be

estimated separatelyas it enters in multiplicative form with the trade cost parametersp and
In b in al and a2.19

Our estimatoris unbiasedif e is uncorrelated
with the derivatives of h with respect to d, 8,
and 0. This is not a problem when we interpret
ei? simply as measurementerrorassociatedwith
bilateral trade, as we have done. Errors can
enter the model in many other ways of course,
about which the theory has little to say. In
particular,it is possible that the tradecost function (18) is misspecified in that other factors
than just distance and borders matter, or the
functional form is incorrect.One could add an
errorterm to the trade cost function to capture
this. If this errorterm is correlatedwith d or 5,
our estimates will be biased. But this is a standard omitted variablesproblem that is not specific to the presence of multilateralresistance
terms. We have chosen the trade cost function
to stay as close as possible to McCallum's
(1995) specification.If an errortermin the trade
cost functionis uncorrelatedwith d and 8, there
is still the problem that the error term affects
equilibriumprices and thereforeincome shares
0, which affect the multilateralresistanceterms.
In practice the bias resulting from this is very
small though. As we will reportbelow, even if
we take the dramaticstep of entirely removing
the U.S.-Canada border,practicallynone of the
resulting changes in the P~' are associated
with changes in income shares.
An alternativeto the estimation method described above is to replace the multilateralresistance terms with country-specificdummies.
This leads to consistent estimates of model parameters. Hummels (1999) has done so for a
gravity equation using disaggregatedU.S. import data. The main advantageis simplicity as

18Computationally,we solve

min E E [In z, - k - a,ln d, - a2(1 - bj)
k

,a

l

,

+ ln P

subjectto P<

- '+

In

= E P-li'je'ln

- ]2

i+ -a,

Vj.

19As Hummels (1999) has shown, identificationof oais
possible in applications where elements of tiJ are directly
observable, as with tariffs.
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ordinary least squares can be used. Another
advantageis that we do not need to make any
assumptions about distances internal to states
and provinces,which are needed to computethe
structuralmultilateralresistance terms and are
difficult to measure. Rose and van Wincoop
(2001) use this estimator when applying the
method in this paper to determinethe effect on
trade of monetaryunions. We need to emphasize though that the fixed-effects estimator is
less efficient than the nonlinear least-squares
estimatordiscussed above, which uses information on the full structure of the model. The
simple fixed-effects estimatoris not necessarily
more robustto specificationerror.For example,
if the trade cost function is misspecified, either
in terms of functional form or set of variables,
both estimatorsare biased to the extent that the
specificationerroris correlatedwith distance or
the borderdummy.
For comparativestatics analysis, such as removing the U.S.-Canada border,the structural
model can be used with either method of estimation. We use the fixed-effects estimator in
sensitivity analysis reportedin Table 6, giving
similar results.
B. Multicountrv Model

In the multicountrymodel the world consists
of all industrialized countries, a total of 22
countries.20In that case there are 61 regions in
our analysis: 30 states, the rest of the United
States, 10 provinces,and 20 othercountries.We
will often refer to the 20 additionalcountriesas
ROW (rest of the world). In this expanded environment we assume that border barriersboi
may differ for U.S.-Canada trade, US-ROW
trade, Canada-ROW trade, and ROW-ROW
trade. We define these respectively as bus, CA
bUS,ROw, bCA,ROW' and bROW,ROWFor consistency with the estimation method
in the two-countrymodel, and given our focus
on the U.S.-Canada bordereffect, we will continue to estimate the parametersby minimizing
the sum of the squaredresidualsfor the 30 states
and 10 provinces. But there are now three ad20
Those are the United States, Canada,Australia,Japan,
New Zealand, Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,and
the United Kingdom.
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ditional parametersthat affect the multilateral
resistance variablesof the states and provinces:
')ln bCA,ROW,and
(1 - o-)ln bus,ROW, (1
(1 - or)ln bRow,ROW- We impose three constraints in order to obtain estimates for these
parameters.The constraints set the average of
the residuals for US-ROW trade, CA-ROW
trade, and ROW-ROW trade equal to zero.
Formally,
(

E

S,j +

j,US) = 0

jEROW

E

(CAj

+

j,CA)

=

o

jEROW

E Eij: 0.
i,jEROWi
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IV. Results
Our goal in this section is threefold.First, we
report results from estimating the theoretical
gravity equation. Second, we use the estimated
gravity equation to determine the impact of
nationalborderson tradeflows. This is done by
computing the change in bilateral trade flows
after removing the borderbarriers.Finally, we
use the estimated gravity equation to account
for the estimated McCallum border parameters. This procedure illustrates the role of the
multilateral resistance variables in generating
a much smaller McCallum border parameter
for the United States than for Canada as well
as the effect of the omitted variable bias in
McCallum's procedure.

j

A. Parameter Estimates

Since we have data on trade only between the
ROW countriesand all of the United States, the
residuals Sus,j and sj,us are defined as the log

of bilateraltradebetween the United States and
country j minus the log of predicted trade,
where the latter is obtained by summing over
the model's predicted trade between j and all
U.S. regions. The same is done for trade between Canadaand countries in ROW.22

21
Apart from consistency with the two-countryestimation method, there are two reasons why we prefer this
estimationmethod as opposed to minimizing the sum of all
squared residuals, including those of the ROW countries.
First,borderbarriersare likely to be differentacross country
pairs for the 20 other industrializedcountries. Neither estimation method allows us to identify all these barriersseparately, but the method we chose is less sensitive to such
differences as we only use informationon the average error
terms involving the ROW countries.Second, the alternative
method of minimizing the sum of all squaredresiduals has
weaker finite sample properties.The US-ROW barrierhas
a much greater impact on US-ROW trade than on trade
among the states and provinces, but US-ROW observations
are only 2 percent of the sample. If there is only weak
spuriouscorrelationbetween the 1,511 errorterms for trade
among states and provinces and the partialderivativesof the
correspondingmultilateralresistance terms with respect to
the US-ROW barrier,it could significantly affect the estimate of that barrier.
22 Data on
exports from individualstates to ROW countries do exist (see Robert C. Feenstra, 1997), but this is
based on information about the location of the exporter,
which is often not the location of the plant where the goods
are produced. The InternationalTrade Division and the
InputOutputDivisions of StatisticsCanadaboth reportdata
on trade between provinces and the rest of the world. The
data from the IO Division are consideredmore reliable, but

Table 2 reports the bilateral trade resistance
parameterestimates. The estimate of the U.S.Canadaborderbarrieris very similarin both the
two-countrymodel and the multicountrymodel.
In the multicountry model the border barrier
estimates are also strikingly similar across
country pairs. The barrierbetween the United
States and Canada is only slightly lower than
between the other 20 industrializedcountries,
the majorityof which is tradeamong European
Union countries.The only borderbarrierthat is
a bit higher than the others is between Canada
and the ROW countries.
As discussed above, we can estimate only
(1 - o-)ln b. We would need to make an assumption about the elasticity of substitutionor
in order to obtain an estimate of b - 1, the ad
valorem tariff equivalent of the borderbarrier.
The model is of course highly stylized in that
there is only one elasticity. In reality some
goods may be perfect substitutes,with an infinite elasticity, while othersare weak substitutes.
Hummels (1999) obtains estimates for the elasticity of substitutionwithin industries.The results depend on the disaggregation of the
industries.The averageelasticity is respectively
4.8, 5.6, and 6.9 for 1-digit, 2-digit, and 3-digit

only the IT division reportstradewith individualcountries.
The differences between the total export and import numbers reportedby both divisions are often very large (almost
a factor 8 difference for importsby Prince EdwardIsland).
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TABLE2-ESTIMATION
RESULTS

Parameters

(1 - (J)p
(1 - or)lnb UscA

Two-country
model

Multicountry
model

-0.79
(0.03)

-0.82
(0.03)
-1.59
(0.08)

-1.65

(1 - (T)ln bUS,ROW

(0.08)

-1.68

(0.07)

(1 - or)ln bcA,ROW

-2.31

(1 -

-1.66

(0.08)
)ln bRow,ROw

(0.06)
Average errorterms:

US-US
CA-CA
US-CA

0.06
-0.17
-0.05

0.06
-0.02
-0.04

Notes: The table reportsparameterestimates from the two-countrymodel and the multicountry model. Robust standarderrors are in parentheses.The table also reports average error
terms for interstate,interprovincial,and state-province trade.

industries. For further levels of disaggregation the elasticities could be much higher, with
some goods close to perfect substitutes.23It
is therefore hard to come up with an appropriate average elasticity. To give a sense of
the numbersthough, the estimate of -1.58 for
(1 - o-)ln bs, CA in the multicountry model
implies a tariff equivalent of respectively 48,
19, and 9 percent if the average elasticity is 5,
10, and 20.
The last three rows of Table 2 report the
average error terms for interstate,interprovincial, and state-province trade. Particularlyfor
the multicountrymodel they are close to zero.
The average percentagedifference between actual tradeand predictedtrade in the multicountry model is respectively 6, -2, and -4 percent
for interstate,interprovincial,and state-province
trade.The largest errorterm in the two-country
model is for interprovincialtrade, where on
average actual trade is 17 percent lower than
predictedtrade.24

23
For example, for a highly homogeneous commodity
such as silver bullion, Feenstra (1994) estimates a 42.9
elasticity of substitutionamong varieties importedfrom 15
different countries.
24 The R2 is
respectively 0.43 and 0.45 for the twocountry and multicountrymodel, which is somewhat lower
than the 0.55 for the McCallumequationwith unitaryelasticities (last column Table 1). This is not a test of the theory
though because McCallum's equation is not theoretically
grounded.It also does not imply that multilateralresistance

B. The Impact of the Border
on Bilateral Trade
We now turnto the general-equilibriumcomparativestaticimplicationsof the estimatedborder barriersfor bilateral trade flows. We will
calculate the ratio of trade flows with border
barriersto that under the borderless trade implied by our model estimates. Appendix B discusses how we compute the equilibrium after
removing all borderbarrierswhile maintaining
distance frictions. It turns out that we need to
know the elasticity oain order to solve for the
free tradeequilibrium.This is because the new
income shares Oi depend on relative prices,
which depend on o-.We set o- = 5, but we will
show in the sensitivity analysis section that results are almost identical for other elasticities.
The elasticity o- plays no role other than to
affect the equilibriumincome shares a little.
In what follows we define the "average"of
tradevariablesand (transformsof the) multilateral resistance variables as the exponential of

does not matter; the dummies in McCallum's equation
capture the average difference in multilateralresistance of
states and provinces. With a higher estimate of internal
distance, the R2 from the structuralmodel becomes quite
close to that in the McCallumequation.It turns out though
that internal distance has little effect on our key results
(Section V).
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TABLE3-AVERAGEOFP1 UUS

Canada

ROW

Two-countrymodel
With borderbarrier(BB)
Borderless trade (NB)
Ratio (BB/NB)

0.77
(0.03)
0.75
(0.03)
1.02
(0.00)

2.45
(0.12)
1.18
(0.01)
2.08
(0.08)

Multicountrymodel
With borderbarrier(BB)
Borderless trade (NB)
Ratio (BB/NB)

1.55
(0.01)
1.39
(0.00)
1.12
(0.01)

4.67
(0.09)
1.91
(0.04)
2.44
(0.09)

2.97
(0.07)
1.54
(0.01)
1.93
(0.06)

Notes: The table reports the average of P"-1, where the
average is defined as the exponential of the average logarithm.For the United States the averageis takenover the 30
states in the sample, for Canadaover the 10 provinces, and
for ROW over the other 20 industrializedcountries.

the average logarithm of these variables, consistent with McCallum (1995).25
The multilateralresistance variables are critical to understandingthe impact of borderbarriers on bilateral trade and understandingwhat
accounts for the McCallum borderparameters.
Defining regions in the United States, Canada,
and ROW as three sets, Table 3 reports the
average transform of multilateral resistance
Po-I for regions in each of these sets. The
results are shown both with the estimatedborder
barrierand underborderlesstrade.As discussed
in Section II, based on the model we would
expect border barriers to lead to a larger increase of multilateralresistance in small countries thanin large countries.This is exactly what
we see in Table 3. P' - 1 rises by 12 percentfor
U.S. states, while it rises by a factor 2.44 for
Canadianprovinces.26The number is intermediate for ROW countries, whose size is also
25
McCallum's border effect is the difference between
the averagelogarithmof bilateraltradeamong regions in the
same countryand the averagelogarithmof bilateraltradeof
regions in different countries. This is converted back to
levels by taking the exponential. Among a set of regions,
bilateral trade between two regions is thereforeconsidered
to be average when the logarithmof bilateraltrade is average within the set.
26 Very little of the change in P-'~ is associated with a
change in income shares 0,. The change in income shares
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intermediate. The Canadian border creates a
barrierbetween provinces and most of its potential trading partners, while states face no
border barrierswith the rest of the large U.S.
economy. Multilateralresistancethereforerises
much more for provinces than for states.
Even underborderlesstradeP]-r is substantially higher for provinces than for states. Distances are somewhatlargeron averagebetween
the United States and Canadathan within them.
This affects multilateralresistancefor provinces
more than for states as most potential trading
partnersof the provinces are outside their country, while for the states they are inside the
country.This is again the resultof the small size
of the Canadianeconomy.
Table 3 reports the transformsP-'1 of the
multilateral resistance indices because they
matterfor tradelevels. It is worthwhilepointing
out that the Pi themselves, which are a measure
of average trade barriersfaced by regions, rise
much less as a result of borders.For o- = 5, Pi
rises on average by 3 percent for states and 25
percentfor Canadianprovinces. For higher o- it
is even smaller.
Table 4 reportsthe impact of borderbarriers
on bilateraltrade flows among and within each
of the three sets of regions (US, CA, ROW).
Size is controlled for by multiplying the bilateral tradenumbersby y /( yiyj). Letting a tilde
denote borderless trade, the ratio of average
trade between regions in sets h and k (h, k =
US, CA, ROW) with and without border barriers is

(23)

hk p( - 11\ pa- I
hk
P
Ph7

k

where P- 1 refers to the average of regions in
that set. We can thereforebreak down the impact of borderbarrierson trade into the impact
of the bilateralborderbarrierand the impact of
borderbarrierson multilateralresistance of regions in both sets. To the extent that border
barriersraise average tradebarriersfaced by an
importer and an exporter (multilateral resistance), it dampens the negative impact of the
bilateralborderbarrieron tradebetween the two

alone would lower P" 1 for Canadian provinces by 0.4
percent and raise it for states by 0.8 percent.
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TABLE 4-IMPACT

US-US

OF BORDER BARRIERS ON BILATERAL TRADE

CA-CA

US-CA

US-ROW

CA-ROW

ROW-ROW

0.40
(0.01)
0.19
(0.01)
2.15
(0.09)

0.46
(0.01)
0.10
(0.01)
4.70
(0.31)

0.71
(0.02)
0.19
(0.01)
3.71
(0.25)

Two-countrymodel
Ratio BB/NB
Due to bilateralresistance
Due to multilateralresistance

1.05
(0.01)
1.0
(0.0)
1.05
(0.01)

4.31
(0.34)
1.0
(0.0)
4.31
(0.34)

0.41
(0.02)
0.19
(0.01)
2.13
(0.09)

Multicountrymodel
Ratio BB/NB
Due to bilateralresistance
Due to multilateralresistance

1.25
(0.02)
1.0
(0.0)
1.25
(0.02)

5.96
(0.42)
1.0
(0.0)
5.96
(0.42)

0.56
(0.03)
0.20
(0.02)
2.72
(0.12)

Notes: The table reportsthe ratio of trade with the estimatedborderbarriers(BB) to that under borderlesstrade (NB). This
ratio is brokendown into the impact of borderbarrierson trade throughbilateralresistance (tj-f) and throughmultilateral
resistance (P- P- 1).

countries.In what follows we will focus on the
numbers for the more realistic multicountry
model.
Implication2 of the theory thatcross-country
tradebarriersraise tradewithin a countrymore
for small than for large countries is strongly
confirmedin Table 4. The table reportsa spectacularfactor 6 increase in interprovincialtrade
due to borders, while interstatetrade rises by
only 25 percent.The largerincreasein multilateral resistanceof the provincesleads to a bigger
drop in relative trade resistance tiilPiPi for
trade within Canada than within the United
States, explainingthe large increasein interprovincial trade.
Table 4 also reportsthatbordersreduce trade
between the United States and Canada to a
fraction 0.56 of that under borderless trade, or
by 44 percent. Trade among ROW countries is
reducedby 29 percent.The bilateralborderbarrier itself implies an 80-percent drop in trade
between states and provinces, but increased
multilateral resistance, particularly for provinces, raisesstate-provincetradeby a factor2.72.
While U.S. goods have become more expensive
for Canadadue to the borderbarrier,the goods of
almost all tradingpartnersof the provinceshave
become more expensive.This significantlymoderatesthe negativeimpacton U.S.-Canadatrade.
It may seem somewhat surprisingthat trade
between the ROW countries drops somewhat

less thanbetween the United States and Canada,
particularlybecause the estimatesin Table 2 imply a slightly lower U.S.-Canada borderbarrier.
But it can be understoodin the context of Implication 1 from the theory that borderbarriers
have a bigger effect on tradebetween countries
the largertheir size. For the same borderbarriers, U.S.-Canada trade would have dropped
much less if the United States were a much
smaller country. This also explains why trade
between the United States and the ROW countries drops somewhat more than between the
United States and Canada. Canada is even
smaller than the average ROW country. Based
on size alone one would expect trade between
Canada and the ROW countries to drop less
thanbetween Canadaand the United States, but
this is not the case as a resultof the higher trade
barrierbetweenCanadaand the ROW countries.
C. Intranational Trade Relative to
International Trade

McCallum aimed to measure the impact of
borders on intranationaltrade (within Canada)
to internationaltrade(between the United States
and Canada). In this subsection we will show
that the large McCallum border parameterfor
Canadais due to a combinationof (i) the relative small size of the Canadianeconomy and (ii)
omitted variablesbias.
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TABLE5-IMPACT BORDERON INTRANATIONAL
TRADERELATIVE
TO INTERNATIONAL
TRADE

Theoreticallyconsistent estimate
McCallum parameterimplied by theory

Two-countrymodel

Multicountrymodel

Canada

US

Canada

US

10.5
(1.16)
16.5
(1.63)

2.56
(0.13)
1.64
(0.09)

10.7
(1.06)
14.8
(1.32)

2.24
(0.12)
1.63
(0.10)

Notes: The first row of the table reportsthe theoreticallyconsistent estimate of the impact of
borderbarrierson intranationaltrade relative to internationaltrade for both Canadaand the
United States. The second row reportsthe McCallumborderparameterimplied by the model,
which provides a biased estimate of the impact of borders on the ratio of intranationalto
internationaltrade.

The impactof borderbarrierson intranational
relative to internationaltrade follows immediately from Table 4 and is reportedin the first
row of Table 5. The multicountrymodel implies
thatnationalborderslead to tradebetween provinces that is a factor 10.7 larger than between
states and provinces. In contrast,borderbarriers
raise tradebetween states by only a factor 2.24
relative to trade between states and provinces.
This is exactly as anticipatedby Implication 3
of the theory. It is the result of the relatively
small size of Canada, leading to a factor 6
increase in trade between the provinces. The
small change in tradebetween U.S. states leads
to a correspondinglymuch smaller increase in
intranational to international trade for the
United States.
This is only part of the explanation for the
large McCallum border parameterfor Canada.
The other part is the result of omitted variables
bias in two distinct senses: estimationand computation.By estimation bias we mean the ordinary econometric omitted variables bias. By
computationbias we mean the erroneouscomparativestatics which arise from a reduced-form
calculation which omits terms. In order to analyze the omitted variablesbias, rewrite the theoretical gravity equation as
In xij = k + In Yi + In yj

(24)

Rij measures the sum of all trade resistance
terms with the exception of the bilateral distance term. McCallum estimated (24), but replaced Rii with a dummy variable that is 1 for
interprovincialtrade and 0 for state-province
trade. In the absence of the multilateralresistance terms this would yield unbiasedestimates
of (1 - or)p and (1 - o')ln b. But since the
omitted multilateralresistance terms are correlated with both distance and the borderdummy,
McCallum's regression does not yield an unbiased estimateof either (1 - or)por (1 - o-)lnb.
Next, consider computation bias. Assume for
the moment that McCallum had correctly estimated the parameter(1 - o-)p multiplying bilateraldistance.In thatcase McCallum'sborder
effect can still not be interpretedas the effect of
borderson the ratio of interprovincialtraderelative to state-province trade. In the context of
the theory we can then interpretMcCallum's
borderparameterfor Canadaas an estimatorof
the average of Rij for interprovincialtrade minus the average for state-province trade, and
similarly for the United States.27 Taking the
exponential for comparison with McCallum's
headlinenumber,we get (following the notation
of Section I)
1
pOA-

(25)

Bordercanada

=

(bus, cA)

1 p CA
us

+ p(l - or)ln di + R +
where

27

Rij = (1 - o-)ln bj (1(o)ln
- (1 - o)ln
Pj.

Pi

We will take the average over all trade pairs, even
though for a few state-province pairs and state-state
pairs no trade data exist. Taking the average only over
pairs for which trade data exist leads to almost identical
numbers.
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Similarly, for the United States we get
(26)

Borders

= (bus,cA)

r bus
p-C-

CA

The theoreticalMcCallumborderparameters
implied by (25)-(26) are reportedin the second
row of Table 5. For the multicountrymodel the
borderparametersare 14.8 for Canadaand 1.63
for the United States. This correspondsclosely
to the 14.2 and 1.62 parametersreportedin the last
columnof Table 1 when estimatingMcCallum's
regressionwith unitaryincome coefficients. The
much higher Canadian(transformof) multilateral resistance term, PA 1 than the U.S. multilateral resistance term, Ps 1 blows up the
border effect for Canada, while dampening it
with the same factor for the United States.
A comparison of rows 1 and 2 of Table 5
shows that McCallum's measure for Canada
overstatesour consistent estimate of the impact
of borderson intranationaltrade relative to internationaltrade. The reason is that in the correct measure of the impact of borders on
intranationalrelative to internationaltrade, the
multilateralresistancetermsin (25) and (26) are
replaced by the ratio of multilateralresistance
with borderbarriersrelative to thatwithoutborder barriers;the comparativestatic experiment
of taking away the borders must include its
effect on multilateral resistance. McCallum's
measurewould have implied a borderparameter
largerthan 1 for Canadaeven in the absence of
border barriersbecause of the higher multilateral resistance of provinces than states due to
distance alone.
The difference between the two rows in Table 5 illustrates the omitted variables bias in
McCallum's results due to comparativestatics
alone as we have used the parameterestimates
from the theoreticalmodel to compute (25) and
(26). It turns out that almost all of the bias
resulting from omitted variables is associated
with comparativestatics as opposed to a biased
estimate of the distance coefficient (1 - o-)p.If
we reestimateMcCallum'sregressionin the last
column of Table 1 after imposing the distance
coefficient obtained from estimating the theoreticalgravityequation,the resultingMcCallum
border coefficient changes only slightly from
14.2 to 14.7.
There is also a literaturethat has estimated
the impact of borderson domestic traderelative
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to internationaltrade for a wide range of other
OECD countries. This literature is based on
McCallum-type regressions, often with atheoretical remoteness variables added, using international trade data combined with an estimate
of total domestic tradein each of the countries.
The findings from this literaturecan be compared to the theory. Based on the estimated
multicountrymodel, internationaltrade among
the ROW countries drops to a fraction 0.71 of
that under free trade, while intranationaltrade
rises on average by a factor 3.8. This implies a
factor 5.4 (3.8/0.71) increase in intranational
trade relative to internationaltrade, which falls
within the range of estimates of about 2.5 to 10
that have been reportedin the empirical literature. For example, Helliwell (1998) reports a
factor 5.7 for 1992 data, estimating(3) with the
atheoreticalremoteness variables (3) included.
Our findings suggest that the trade home bias
reportedin this literatureis primarilya result of
the large increase in intranationaltrade. International trade drops by only 29 percent as a
result of borders. Intranationaltrade rises so
much for the same reason that interprovincial
trade rises so much in Canada.Most countries
are relatively small as a fraction of the world
economy.
V. SensitivityAnalysis
Table 6 reportsthe results from a variety of
sensitivity analysis. In order to save space we
report only the key variables of interest, the
impact of borderson trade, and the McCallum
borderparameter.For comparisonwe reportin
column (i) results from the base regression.
Column (ii) assumes a higher elasticity of
substitutionao = 10 (in the benchmarko- = 5).
This has no impact on the nonlinear leastsquaresestimatoritself but, as discussed in Section IV, subsection B, it affects somewhat the
equilibriumwhen removing the borderbarrier.
It is clear though from column (ii) that the
difference is negligible. The same is the case
when we lower a to 2 or raise it 20 (not reported).The insensitivityto o-is encouragingas
there is little agreementabout the precise magnitude of this parameter.
Columns (iii) and (iv) reportresults when we
respectively double and halve our measure of
distance internal to states, provinces, and the
other industrializedcountries. While we have
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ANALYSIS
TABLE6-SENSITIVITY
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

Two-countrymodel
Trade (BB/NB)
US-US
CA-CA
US-CA
McCallum parameter
US
CA

1.05
(0.01)
4.31
(0.34)
0.41
(0.02)

1.05
(0.01)
4.26
(0.34)
0.41
(0.02)

1.05
(0.01)
4.31
(0.30)
0.41
(0.02)

1.05
(0.01)
4.41
(0.39)
0.41
(0.02)

1.04
(0.01)
3.92
(0.53)
0.50
(0.03)

1.04
(0.00)
3.82
(0.29)
0.50
(0.02)

1.03
(0.00)
4.37
(0.38)
0.54
(0.02)

1.05
(0.01)
3.76
(0.23)
0.43
(0.02)

1.64
(0.09)
16.5
(1.63)

1.64
(0.09)
16.5
(1.63)

1.58
(0.08)
17.1
(1.64)

1.70
(0.09)
16.1
(1.65)

1.37
(0.11)
12.2
(1.93)

1.03
(0.05)
15.4
(1.50)

1.05
(0.06)
14.9
(1.63)

1.33
(0.07)
16.4
(1.56)

Multicountrymodel
Trade (BB/NB)
US-US
CA-CA
US-CA
ROW-ROW
McCallum parameter
US
CA

1.25
(0.02)
5.96
(0.42)
0.56
(0.03)
0.71
(0.02)

1.26
(0.02)
5.93
(0.42)
0.56
(0.03)
0.70
(0.02)

1.21
(0.02)
5.90
(0.37)
0.54
(0.03)
0.71
(0.02)

1.29
(0.02)
6.21
(0.49)
0.57
(0.03)
0.72
(0.02)

1.22
(0.04)
5.07
(0.66)
0.63
(0.05)
0.83
(0.06)

1.19
(0.02)
5.03
(0.36)
0.62
(0.03)
0.50
(0.02)

1.18
(0.02)
5.21
(0.40)
0.63
(0.03)
0.87
(0.04)

1.14
(0.02)
4.44
(0.39)
0.51
(0.03)
0.76
(0.04)

1.63
(0.10)
14.8
(1.32)

1.63
(0.10)
14.8
(1.32)

1.56
(0.09)
15.3
(1.34)

1.69
(0.11)
14.5
(1.33)

1.38
(0.12)
11.1
(1.57)

1.13
(0.06)
13.6
(1.37)

1.19
(0.08)
12.9
(1.29)

1.56
(0.09)
12.4
(1.25)

Notes: The table reports sensitivity analysis with regards to the ratio of trade with border barriersto trade without border
barriersand with regards to the McCallum border parametersimplied by the model. Column (i) repeats results from the
benchmarkregression. Column (ii) assumes o- = 10 (in the benchmarka = 5). Columns (iii) and (iv) reportresults when
respectively doublingand halving distancesinternalto regions and countries.Column(v) reportsresults based on a regression
that does not use interstatedata. Columns (vi) and (vii) reportresults when income y is replacedby xay with x respectively
income y and per capitaincome yIN. xa representsthe fractionspent on tradablesin a region or country.Column(viii) reports
for the two-countrycase results based on fixed-effects estimation.The final column reportsfor the multicountrycase results
when minimizing the sum of all squarederrorterms, including those involving ROW countries.

used the proxy by Wei (1996) that has been
commonly used in the literature,this is only a
rough estimate. The correct measure depends a
lot on a region's geography.28Helliwell (1998)
finds that results are very sensitive to internal
distance when applying a McCallum gravity
equationto internationaland intranationaltrade
of OECD countries. Halving internal distances
reduces the border effect by about half, while
doubling internal distances more than doubles
it. In contrast,columns (iii) and (iv) of Table 6
show thatdoubling or halving internaldistances

28
For example, it is possible that most tradetakes place
within one industrial area, in which case the appropriate
measure of internal distance could be close to zero.

has very little effect on our results. A big advantage of the U.S.-Canada data set is that the
intranationaltrade data are for interstatetrade
and interprovincialtrade.It is relatively easy to
measure distances between states and between
provinces. We do not use data on tradeinternal
to states and provinces, for which distance is
hard to measure.In our regression internaldistance matters only to the extent that it affects
multilateralresistance.
Column (v) reports results when we do not
use data on interstate trade. The reason for
doing so is thatMcCallumdid not use interstate
trade data and we do not want to leave the
impression that the interstatedata set is critical
to our findings. The results reportedin column
(v) are somewhat differentfrom those based on
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the benchmarkregression, but they are qualitatively identical. The reportedimpact of borders
on tradelevels is not statisticallydifferentfrom
thatreportedunderthe benchmarkregression.If
anythingit reinforcesour key findingof a moderate impact of borders on internationaltrade.
The multicountry model tells us that U.S.Canada trade is reduced by 37 percent as a
result of border barriers, while trade among
other industrializedcountries is reduced by 17
percent.
Columns (vi) and (vii) report results when
allowing for nonunitary income elasticities.
Anderson (1979) allowed for nonunitary income elasticities by modeling the fractionspent
on tradable goods. We have used total GDP,
from hereon Y, as an estimate of tradablesoutput y in the model. But in reality GDP also
includes nontradables. Anderson (1979) assumed that a fraction 0 of total income is spent
on tradables, so that spending on tradables is
O)Y.Because of balanced trade, output of tradables must also be )Y. Anderson allowed ) to
be a function of both Y and N (population).
Column (vi) reports results when 4 = Y', so
+
that bilateral trade is equal to Y] aY +a times

the traderesistanceterms. While this introduces
nonunitaryincome elasticities, as in McCallum
(1995), we should stress that there is no clear
theoretical foundation for specifying the fraction spent on tradables as Y". Column (vii)
reportsresults when ) = (YIN)a. In that case
bilateral trade is equal to Yl+?Y+'l

ANJ-" a

times the trade resistance terms. This assumption has somewhat more solid theoretical
grounding.The well-known Balassa-Samuelson
effect tells us that regions with higher productivity in the tradablessector will have a higher
relative price of nontradables, which should
raise the fraction spent on tradables. To the
extent that YIN proxies for productivityin the
tradablessector, one might expect a to be positive. This is indeed what we find in the estimation.29 The results reported in Table 6, while
they change somewhat from the base regression, are still qualitativelythe same. If anything,
we find that the impact of borders on interna-

29
For example, in the multicountrymodel we find a =
1.07, and similarfor the two-countrymodel. When q = Y',
we find that a is about 0.3 for both models.

tional trade is reduced somewhat furtherwhen
4)is a function of YIN.
Column (viii) reportsresults based on fixedeffects estimation, replacing the transformsof
multilateralresistance terms with region dummies. This is feasible only in the two-country
model. It again has very little effect on the trade
results. It is worthwhilepointing out that while
the border parameter (1 - o-)ln b does not
change much, the distance parameter(1 - r)p
drops from -0.79 in the structuralmodel to
-1.25. This suggests that internaldistances are
largerthan assumed when estimatingthe structuralmodel. Raising the benchmarkinternaldistances leads to a more negative estimateof (1 or)pin the structuralmodel. It also raises the
adjusted R2 and leads to a higher correlation
between the region dummies and the theoretical
multilateral resistance terms. Fixed costs of
transportationmay provide a justification for
higher internaldistances.
As a final form of sensitivity analysis, in the
last column of Table 6 we reportresults for the
multicountrymodel when we estimate all parametersby minimizing the sum of all squared
residuals, including the ROW-ROW, USROW, and CA-ROW residuals. As discussed
above, an importantreason for not doing so in
the first place is that this estimation procedure
has weaker finite sample properties, primarily
because there are relatively few US-ROW and
CA-ROW observations. One implausible finding, not reported in Table 6, is that the USROW barrier now becomes lower than the
US-CA border barrier, with (1 - (r)ln b of
respectively -0.88 and -1.48. Nonetheless the
results reportedin Table 6, the impact of borders on trade and the McCallum parameters,
remainquite close to those underthe benchmark
regression.

Overall we can therefore conclude that the
results from the benchmarkregression are robust to a wide range of sensitivity analysis.
VI. Conclusion
Although commonly estimated gravity equations generallyhave a very good fit to the data,
we have shown that they are not theoretically
grounded.This leads to biased estimation, incorrectcomparativestatics analysis, and generally a lack of understandingof what is driving
the results. In this paper we have developed a
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method that consistently and efficiently estimates a theoretical gravity equation. We have
applied the method to solve the borderpuzzle.
We find that borders reduce bilateral national
trade levels by plausible though substantial
magnitudes.The results of previous studies that
imply enormousbordereffects are explicable in
terms of our model: (i) they considered the
effect of the borderon the ratio intranationalto
internationaltrade; (ii) this border effect is inherentlylarge for small countries;and (iii) omitted variables biased the estimatedbordereffect
upwards.The approachcan easily be applied to
determine the effect of many other institutions
on bilateraltrade flows.
The methodology we developed is based on
existing gravity theory, which makes a variety
of simplifying assumptionsthat need to be generalizedin futureresearch.One importantdrawback of the existing theory is that all countries
import all varieties of a good from all countries
that produce the good. Haveman and Hummels
(1999) find that this violates available evidence
that many goods are importedfrom only one or
two producers.They suggest extensions of the
model that involve homogeneous goods, differences in preferences,and fixed costs.30Another
limitation of the model is the assumptionof an
endowment economy. Border barrierscan also
affect tradethroughtheir impact on the production structure.Hillberry and Hummels (2002)
discuss the effect of borders on productionlocation of intermediategoods producers, while
Kei-Mu Yi (2003) analyzes the effect of tariffs
on tradein the context of vertical specialization.
We believe that these are all fruitful directions for future research. We suspect though
that the key aspect of the gravity model, the
dependenceof tradeon bilateraland multilateral
resistance, will hold up under a wide range of
generalizations.
APPENDIX
A: THEDATA

The paperuses dataon trade,distances,GDP,
and population for states, provinces, and 20
other industrializedcountries.Before turningto
a detailed discussion of the trade data, we describe the sources of the other data first. Great

30Evans (2000a) and Hillberry (2001) analyze the impact of borderswhen there are fixed costs.
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circle distances are computed using the longitude and latitude of states, provinces, and other
countries, obtained from the web site http://
www.indo.com/distance/. GDP data are from
Statistics Canadafor the provinces, the Bureau
of Economic Analysis for the states, and from
the IMF's InternationalFinancial Statistics for
the 20 otherindustrializedcountries.Population
data are from the Bureau of the Census for the
states. For provinces and the other industrialized countries the source is the same as for
GDP.
The paper combines four trade data sets:
interprovincial merchandise trade from the
Input-Output Division of Statistics Canada;
province-trade merchandisetrade from the InternationalTradeDivision of Statistics Canada;
interstatecommodity flows from the Commodity Flow Survey by the U.S. Census; and merchandise trade among the other industrialized
countries from the IMF's Direction of Trade
Statistics. It should be said from the outset that
these data sets use concepts that are different
from each other and adjustmentsare necessary
in order to make them more compatible.
McCallum(1995) combines the firsttwo data
sources listed above. The 10 Division, which
collects the interprovincialtrade data, also collects data on trade between each province and
the rest of the world. Those datanet out exports
and importsthat are en route to and from other
provinces. The tradedata from the IT Division,
on the other hand, are based on customs data,
for which the original source and final destination of shipmentsare not known. Thereis a nice
discussion of these issues in Anderson and
Smith (1999a, b). Because the data of the IO
Division are more reliable, McCallum multiplies the state-provincetradeflows from the IT
Division by the ratio of trade of each province
with the rest of the world from the IO and IT
sources. Helliwell (1998) makes the same adjustment, but at the more detailed level of 27
individual industries. In this paper we use the
datawith the more detailedadjustmentby Helliwell. Data are available for all 90 interprovincial pairs, while they are availablefor 589 of the
600 state-province pairs (bilateral flows between 10 provinces and 30 states).
For the year 1993 the CommodityFlow Survey (CFS) by the U.S. Census Bureauprovides
data on within-state and cross-state shipments.
The data set and methodology are described in
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detail in the Bureau of Transportation web
site http://www.bts.gov/ntda/cfs/.The data consists of shipments by domestic establishments
in manufacturing,wholesale, mining, and selected retail establishments.The survey covers
200,000 representativeestablishmentsout of a
total of about 800,000. Four times per year,
during a two-week period, the surveyed establishments were asked to report the value and
volume of shipments, as well as the origin and
destinationaddresses.There are three important
differences between these shipments data and
the merchandise trade data. First, while merchandise trade data measure only shipments
from source to final user, the commodity flow
datainclude all shipments.For example, a product may be shippedfrom a manufacturingplant
to a warehouse and from there to a retailer.
Second, goods that are intendedfor exports,but
are first shippeddomestically (e.g., to a harbor),
are included in domestic shipments. Similarly,
goods that are importedare measuredonce they
are shipped from the port of entry to another
domestic destination. Third, while the Commodity Flow Survey provides extensive coverage of the manufacturingsector, which is by far
the most importantgoods-producing sector, it
excludes agricultureand part of mining.
As a result of these inconsistencies, an adjustmentis made to the CFS data.The CFS data
are scaled down by the ratio of total domestic
merchandisetrade to total domestic shipments
from the CFS. Following Helliwell (1997,
1998) and Wei (1996), total domestic merchandise trade is approximatedas gross output in
mostly goods-producing sectors, minus merchandise exports. The goods-producingsectors
are defined as the sum of agriculture,mining,
and manufacturing.Using this methodology,total domestic U.S. merchandisetradewas $3,025
billion in 1993, while shipments in the CFS
total to $5,846 billion. The CFS data are therefore scaled down by 3,025/5,846. Of the total
870 tradepairs among the 30 states in the sample, data are available for 832 pairs.
There are several reasons to believe that the
adjustedU.S. tradedataare not so bad. First,for
both the two-countrymodel and the multicountry model the estimated model coefficients are
similar when estimating the model without the
use of interstatedata (an experimentconsidered
in sensitivity analysis), and the differenceis not
statistically significant. Second, the average
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squarederrorterm is smaller for the interstate
data than for the interprovincialdata, respectively 0.48 and 1.40 in the multicountrymodel.
This is not the result of the dominanceof interstate trade data. When estimating the multicountrymodel without interstatetradedata, the
average squared error term of interprovincial
data remains 1.44. Consistent with that, Table
1 also reports a higher R2 when estimating
McCallum's equation for the United States
(0.86) than for Canada(0.77).
We do not pretend to have solved all measurement problems with the adjustmentfactor
applied to the U.S. commodity flow data. As
discussed above, the data used in the original
McCallum study are not without measurement
problems either, with even much larger adjustment factors applied to the original stateprovince data. These data nonetheless remain
by far the best currentlyavailable to study the
impact of borders on trade. Moreover, as reported in the sensitivity analysis, the key findings of this paper do not rely on the U.S. trade
data set.
B: SOLUTIONTO THEBORDERLESS
APPENDIX
TRADE EQUILIBRIUM

To solve for the borderlesstrade equilibrium
of the model we set bij = 1 Vi, j. When solving
for the new equilibrium prices pi, or alternatively for the price indices Pi from (12), we
need to take into accountthat the income shares
Oi change. Let a 1 superscriptdenote the "no
borders"equilibrium with a 0 superscriptdenote the estimated model with borderspresent.
Since quantities produced are assumed fixed,
y] = (pl/pO)yO. We observe y? and have
solved for pO. The new income shares 0] then
become functions of the new prices p' that are
being solved.
While equilibrium trade flows with border
barrierscan be computed using only the estimated trade cost parameters(1 - a)ln bij and
(1 - o-)p, we need to know the elasticity ca in

orderto compute equilibriumtradeflows under
borderlesstrade.In the equilibriumwith border
barrierswe can solve for p -~ Vi as a function
of the estimated trade cost parameters.This
determines the equilibrium P - Vi, which
determines equilibriumtrade flows.- But in the
also deborderless trade equilibriumthe p
pend on the income shares Oi, which are func-
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tions of the prices Pi. We therefore need to
know o- in order to solve for p' -~.
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